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Debate Network Nepal, the leading debating body of Nepal, is organzing Nepal Bolchha, which 

is a nationwide junior level public speaking championship. Bridgewater Debate Association is 

hosting the championship where students from grade 9 and 10 are invited to participate. The 

event is powered by Bridgewater Education Network. 

 

The program will formally begin from 9th of Mangsir and will end on 15th of Mangsir. Each 

speaker may choose a topic for himself/herself staying under the theme of the competition and 

can choose the language category too - English or Nepali.  

 

The students participating shall receive training on public speaking the opening day of the 

championship. DNN chair and international debating judge Pradeep Ghimire and renowned 

motivational speaker Ranjit Acharya have been confirmed as the trainers. The earlier rounds of 

championship will see DNN’s regular judges while the finals shall have some of the most known 

well faces in public speaking.  

 

Then, the real championship begins with the Preliminary Round upon successful completion of 

which, the young public speakers climb up to the next round i.e. the Advanced Round. 

Afterwards, the grand finale i.e. Champions Rounds will see 5 public speakers from each 

category to eventually discover the best ones.  

 

There are also cash prizes and gift hampers to the finalists as well. Champions bag Rs 10,000 

cash while runner ups take Rs 7500 and Rs 5000 respectively apart from certificates, medal and 

trophies.  

 

As there is very less big opportunities for students to show their talents regarding public 

speaking here in the nation, Nepal Bolchha comes as a perfect platform for those students who 

are looking forward to learn and compete with other students from all over the nation.  

The details and registration form of the Championship are also uploaded online at 

www.tinyurl.com/NepalBolchhaJ1 and can be filled up to the 5th of Mangsir. 

 

DNN is announcing the venue, themes and other details very soon.  
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DNN is the nation’s leading debate body working restlessly to promote debating culture in Nepali academics. 
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